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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we propose a generalized equalization model for image enhancement. Based on our 

analysis on the relationships among image histogram and contrast enhancement white balancing, we initiallystart a 

generalized equalization model integrating contrast enhancement and white balancing into a unified framework of 

convex programming of image histogram. We prove that many image enhancement tasks can be accomplished by the 

proposed model using different configurations of parameters. With two defining properties of histogram transform, 

namely contrast gain and nonlinearity, the model parameters for different enhancement applications can be optimized. 

We then derive an optimal image enhancement algorithm that theoretically achieves the top joint contrast enhancement 

and white balancing result with trading-off  among contrast enhancement and tonal distortion. If any noise added after 

white balancing and contrast enhancement the noise can be removed by using median filter. Salt and pepper noise can 

be removed to an optimum extent by using median filter. The image worth measures need to be calculated to know the 

worth of the image enhanced.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image contrast enhancement and is a traditional issue in image processing and PC vision. Image enhancement is 

measured as a preprocessing stride in a few regions like video/image processing applications and discourse 

acknowledgment, composition combination and so on. Enhancement systems essentially decrease into two general 

classifications: spatial space strategies and recurrence area routines. Spatial space systems are more well known than 

the recurrence based routines, in light of the fact that they are taking into account direct control of pixels in a image. 

cluster spatial area strategies have been produced for imagining the impact. A couple of these systems utilizes 

straightforward direct or non-straight force level change capacities, though others utilize troublesome examination of 

distinctive image elements, for example, the edge and joined segment data. Contrast upgrade trouble in advanced 

images can be determined utilizing different systems, yet Histogram Equalization (HE) procedure is the broadly 

utilized one. Histogram Equalization technique straightens the histogram and extends the dynamic scope of force 

values by utilizing the total thickness capacity. On the other hand, there are fundamental disadvantages in Histogram 

Equalization particularly when actualized to strategy advanced images. Firstly, HE changes the histogram value, there 

is a noteworthy change in the perspective of the improved image. Furthermore, histogram equalization  out performs 

the enhancement taking into account the worldwide substance of the image. At the end of the day, histogram evening 

out highlights the limits and edges between various articles, yet may reduce the nearby points of interest of these items, 

and not satisfactory for areaenhancement. A further result for this mergence is the generation of over enhancement and 

immersion ancient rarities of the data image into an indistinguishable histogram by appropriating the aggregate scope 

of diffuse levels consistently over the histogram of a image, with a mean value that is amidst dark level extent. 

Likewise, the mean force of the yield image is dependably at the center – or close to it on account of discrete usage. On 

account of images with high and low mean power In this paper we show a nearby complexity upgrade strategy driven 

by a target work that is controlled by a retiring parameter got from the supra edge contrast separation affectability of 

the human eye. The view of complexity is specifically identified with the nearby luminance contrast i.e. the nearby 

luminance slope anytime in the image. Our objective is to upgrade these inclinations. Routines managing slope control 
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need to coordinate the inclination field for image reproduction. This is a pretty nearly invertible trouble, accomplished 

by understanding the Poisson comparison, and has been utilized as of late to accomplish contrast enhancement and 

consistent image altering. Then again, these strategies are frequently uncomfortable to execute, in light of the fact that 

they include differential mathematical statements managing a huge number of variables. Rather, we accomplish 

inclination upgrade by regarding images as tallness fields and handling them in a manner that can be controlled by the 

single parameter. We represent this as a streamlining issue that expands the neighborhood normal complexity in a 

image entirely guided by a perceptual limitation got straightforwardly from the human supra edge contrast separation 

affectability. Moreover, the scope of the shading qualities is entirely compelled to maintain a strategic distance from 

ancient rarities because of immersion of hues. To take care of this streamlining issue we propose another covetous 

iterative calculation. We contrast the outcomes from this calculation and existing distinctive worldwide and 

neighborhood contrast enhancement procedures and demonstrate that our outcomes are predominant than any 

customary or best in class contrast upgrade methods. By forcing unequivocal requirements in our enhancement 

detailing, we have the capacity to evade every single normal curio of complexity upgrade like coronas, power wear 

outandshade movement. 

  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In [1] authors used histogram equalization model for image enhancement.Histogram equalization is a technique for 

adjusting image intensities to enhance contrast. The Histogram Equalization block enhances the contrast of images by 

transforming the values in an intensity image so that the histogram of the output image approximately matches a 

specified histogram. This method usually increases the global contrast of many images, especially when the 

usable data of the image is represented by close contrast values. Through this adjustment, the intensities can be better 

distributed on the histogram. This allows for areas of lower local contrast to gain a higher contrast. The method is 

useful in images with backgrounds and foregrounds that are both bright or both dark. In [2] authors used equal area 

dualistic sub-image histogram equalization.  First, the image is decomposed into two equal area sub-images based on 

its original probability density function. Then the two sub-images are equalized respectively. Finally, we obtain the 

results after the processed sub-images are composed into one image. In [8] authors used multi-level histogram 

equalization, which consists of decomposing an input image into several sub images, and then applying the classical 

histogram equalization process to each one. In [10] authors used dynamic histogram equalization which partitions the 

image histogram based on local minima and assigns specify grey level range for each partition before equalizing them 

separately.  

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

The main goal of imageenhancement is to process a given image so that the outcome is more suitable than the first 

image for a particular application. It emphasizes or hones image elements, for example, edges, limits, or difference to 

make a realistic show more accommodating for showcase and examination. The enhancement doesn't expand the 

intrinsic data substance of the information, yet it builds the dynamic scope of the picked components with the goal that 

they can be distinguished effectively. The best trouble in image upgrade is evaluating the basis for enhancement and, in 

this manner, countless enhancement systems are experimental and require intelligent methodology to acquire agreeable 

results. Image upgrade systems can be in light of either spatial or recurrence space methods. 

A.Spatial area enhancement routines 

Spatial area methods are performed to the image plane itself and they are in view of direct control of pixels in animage. 

The operation can be defined as g(x,y) =T[f(x,y)],where g is the yield, f is the information image and T is an operation 

on f characterized over some area of (x,y). According to the operations on the image pixels, it can be further partitioned 

into 2 classifications: Point operations and spatial operations (counting direct and non-straight operations).  

B. Recurrence areas upgrade techniques 

These systems upgrade a image f(x,y) by convoluting the image with a direct, position invariant administrator. The 2D 

convolution is performed in recurrencearea with DFT.  

Spatial area: g(x,y)=f(x,y)*h(x,y)  

Recurrence area: G(w1,w2)=F(w1,w2)H(w1,w2)   

C. Histogram leveling  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_(vision)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminous_intensity
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The goal is to delineate data image to a yield image such that its histogram. is uniform after the mapping. Let r speak to 

the dark levels in the image to be improved and s is the upgraded yield with a change of the structure. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

In this paper, we will investigate the connections between picture histogram and tone/distinction of picture, and 

develop a summed up equalization model. We will propose a movement of definitionsfor setting free separation, tone 

bending and its nonlinearity, and clarify their associations to the extent unmistakable parameters the un fined model. 

The summed up night out model amalgamates histogram base mapping calculation summed up arrangement of curved 

programming and along these lines is a joint method as exhibited in Broad exploratory results demonstrate that the 

proposed system can be by and large used as a piece of a progression of update applications with promising results. 

There set of the paper is sorted out as takes after. In Section build up the relationship amidst histogram and 

separation/tone of pictures. It is exhibited that white altering is recognized by the direct change of histogram, while 

differentiation overhaul is accomplished by the nonlinear change of histogram, and both of which are summed up in the 

proposed model.  

 

White balancing 

White parity remedy is a basic photography step, where the objective is "to adjust for diverse shading temperatures of 

scene illuminants" for instance, tungsten lights reason pictures to have a yellowish cast. Fitting white equalization 

makes up for this shading cast and yields photographs where items have their common hues, as though taken under an 

impartial light. At the point when every one of the lights have the same shading, this issue is anything but difficult to 

fathom for a picture taker who regularly demonstrates a white or dark question in the picture, from which it is clear to 

recuperate the illuminant shading. Lamentably, numerous scenes show a blend of illuminants, for example, 

misleadingly lit indoor scenes with extra light from a window from a glimmer. Altering the white balancing is then a 

testing assignment, notwithstanding for gifted clients. Every point can be lit by the blend of a few light sources, 

contingent upon their relative separations and introductions. More terrible, cutting edge low-utilization fluorescent and 

LED lights change broadly in their shading temperature, and rooms with different globules display a plenty of shading 

throws A couple of programmed methods have been proposed, however the seriously not well postured nature of the 

issue confines them to particular situations. Case in point, produces perceptual renderings that are regularly not perfect 

from a photography viewpoint. Hsu et al. can deal with just two light hues, need to know their precise qualities from 

the earlier, and can't treat scenes with "an in number closer view foundation partition. expect that photographs can be 

decayed into areas where a solitary illuminant overwhelms. 

 

There exist a lot of methodologies to increase thequality of the image in the enhancement process. Thegeneralized 

equalization model includes giving a unifiedexplanation to white balancing problem and contrastenhancement problem. 

It provides an explicit objectivefunction for these two problems and proposing a jointalgorithm for them. Biolog 

transformation is a new imageenhancement algorithm to preserve the naturalness of animage. This overcomes the 

drawback of the existing systemand the proposed method can be applied for all kinds ofimage, also a dark image can be 

brighten to visualize thedark image information.  

 

 V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig 1 is the input image which undergoes image enhancement to improve the visibility of any portion or feature of the 

image. In this image enhancement method we perform contrast enhancement and white balancing at a time. 
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Fig1. Input Image 

Fig 2 is the image after enhancment in this the brightness of the image is improved as compared to the input image. 

 

 

Fig2. Image Enhancement 

 

Fig 3 is the image with salt and pepper noise it is generally caused by malfunctioning of camera’s sensor cells, by 

memory cell failure or by synchronizing error in image digitizing or transmission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3. Salt & Pepper image 

 

The salt and pepper noise can be removed by using median filter because  this filtering is less sensitive than linear 

techniques  to extreme change in pixel values  it can remove salt and pepper noise without significantly reducing the 

sharpness of the image it can be seen in fig 4. 
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Fig 4.Median filter image 

 

Image quality measure exploiting  the difference between corresponding pixels of  original and degraded images. 

Identifying the image quality measures that have high sensivity to  these distortion would help  to systematic design of 

coding, communication and  imaging system and of improving or optimizing the image quality for a desired quality of 

service at a minimu cost. 

 

Table for picture quality measures 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Multi Histogram Equalization technique improves image contrast by brightness preserving andgenerates natural 

looking images. 
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